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2014
Meet.js Summit
Meet.js Summit is a free conference for JavaScript professionals from all over Poland. For the third
time we are going to have a Summit that celebrates another year of local meetings that have been
organized in Warsaw, Krakow, Poznań, Wrocław, Gdańsk, Łodz, Katowice and Szczecin.
This year's Meet.js Summit will be held in September in Poznan.
Our meetings and this conference attract a diverse community including beginners and real
JavaScript ninjas. Therefore it's a great place to showcase your product or find interesting candidates
to join your team, no matter if you need a junior frontend developer or a web expert.
Currently Meet.js Summit is the unique opportunity to meet over 300 frontend developers from all
over Poland.

How do I get most out of Meet.js Summit?
Improve brand awareness
Each sponsor will be seen. We'll make sure everybody knows who to thank for having a free
conference. The brands and companies visible at this biggest JavaScript gathering in Poland
will be remembered as the leaders in the frontend community.
Hire new talent
Showing your offers on a conference is far more effective than posting them online. The
ability to have a real conversation about the company and the job has proven to be very
convincing.
Announce your product or offer to 300 people from the frontend community.
Find business partners or clients for your services.

Become our sponsor
Bronze
PRICE: 800PLN
AVAILABILITY:

unlimited

Silver
PRICE: 2000PLN
AVAILABILITY:

Main
PRICE: 8000PLN
AVAILABILITY: 1

Golden
PRICE: 4000PLN

5

AVAILABILITY:

3

Party sponsor
PRICE: Organizing the afterparty
AVAILABILITY: 1

Bronze

Silver

Golden

Main

Visibility: logo on the website and on Facebook









Leaflets or gadgets distributed to all attendees in their
bags
(please discuss details with us)









Mentions and special thanks during the conference and on
Facebook







Rollup in the lobby







Logo displayed during breaks







One paragraph in the postconference mailing to all
attendees







Rollup on the scene





Company logo on the badges





A stand in the lobby
(a table with chairs)





Brief company presentation on the main scene



A slot on the schedule to organize a contest on the main
stage



Prominent location in tle lobby, large stand



Party Sponsor can choose the name of the party and brand everything. Party sponsorship can be
customized with other benefits  please contact us.
We're open to other options. Contact us to create a custom package. If you wish to put your
speaker on thre schedule, we're very happy to invite him/her.

Contact us!
Zbigniew Tenerowicz
EMAIL: zbigniew.tenerowicz@gmail.com
PHONE: +48 692 469 664
Michał Maćkowiak
EMAIL: chemikpil@gmail.com
PHONE: +48 698 642 225

